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Contemporary cities can be considered as complex systems subject to 
=2)#>"@%#)=%?).45="@0#1,5%-,'1#,%./5)'>5)#*%F"0/%8#4"#1,5%">.#@0(%')%

0/5%1?",0%5)8"4')>5)0D

This is even more true in the case of historic cities, stratified organisms of 
>#054"#,%#)=%">>#054"#,%/54"0#-5%F/545%?(54(%")054#@0%#0%="99545)0%0">5(%

and in different ways with the precious and vulnerable context.

M/5%&:6;%.4'I5@0% ")054.450(% 0/5%/"(0'4"@%@5)054(%'9% 0/5%A?4'.5#)%@"0"5(%

#(% =2)#>"@% .#40(% '9% 0/5(5*% #(% ,"8")-% ,#1'4#0'4"5(% F/545% )5F% >'=5,(%

'9% ?41#)% 45-5)54#0"')% @#)% 15% 05(05=*% (0#40")-% 94'>% 0/5% 0#)-"1,5% #)=%

intangible cultural heritage. The ROCK experimentation of regeneration 
#@0"')(% 9'@?(5=*% ")% .#40"@?,#4*% ')% .?1,"@% '.5)% (.#@5(*% F/'(5% 94?"0"85%

and performance value allows - through co-design and participatory 
decision-making processes - to improve both the social inclusion and the 
competitiveness of the city at international level (Boeri et al., 2019).

The EU project fit into this framework, proposing a research-action-
45(5#4@/% >50/'=','-2% '4"5)05=% 0'F#4=(% 0/5% 45-5)54#0"')% '9% #% .'40"')%

of the historic city (Gianfrate et al., 2020). The regeneration process has 
been developed in a circular manner, combining the two key-concepts 
of creative city and city of knowledge (Carrillo, 2005), focusing on their 
=2)#>"@%")05445,#0"')(%e^"-DTfD%

This approach was based on the implementation of experimental actions 
")% 45#,% 5)8"4')>5)0(% 0/4'?-/% 0/5%741#)% N"8")-% N#1% J=58"@5K*% "=5)0"92")-%

(2(05>(%'9%#@0"')(%#)=%45#@0"')(%@#.#1,5%'9%.4'=?@")-%@',,5@0"85%8#,?5D%

3'45'854*%5)/#)@")-%0/5%.549'4>#)@5%'9%@"0"5(*%")@45#(")-%0/5"4%45(","5)@5%

#)=%@"0"$5)%#F#45)5((D%^',,'F")-%">.,5>5)0#0"')*%#@0"')(%#45%>')"0'45=%

')%0/5%1#("(%'9%(5,5@05=%G52%.549'4>#)@5%")="@#0'4(%0'%/"-/,"-/0%.'(("1,5%

@'445@0"85%>5#(?45(%'4%@/#)-5(D%

9%"#$)L'#)%".%/.9%69$+-#)%".)"
C$L-".<+:+"+$-#)%".*$%(+,,+,
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This iterative method is repeated several times to refine the actions, gather 
955=1#@G%#)=% ">.4'85% 0/5%(04#05-"5(%'9% 0/5%@"0"5(Q%.?1,"@%>#)#-5>5)0*%

.,#))")-%#)=%@?,0?4#,%.',"@"5(%#@@'4=")-,2D

M/5% &:6;% .4'I5@0% #..,"5=% #)=% ")05-4#05=% 0/"(%>50/'=','-2% 12% 05(0")-%

.",'0%#@0"')(%")%#%45#,%5)8"4')>5)0*%@')("=545=%#(%#%=2)#>"@%5@'(2(05>*%

in order to make the perception and experience of the city open to all, in 
#%?)"854(#,%F#2D%&:6;%.4'8"=5=%)5F%F#2(%'9%#@@5((")-%@?,0?4#,%/54"0#-5%

#)=%.4'>'0")-%04#)(.#45)@2%#)=%0/5%.54@5.0"')%'9%@',,5@0"85%#((50(%#(%

shared heritage [4-5].

M/5% F'4G(/'.% '9% .#40"@".#0'42% .4#@0"@5(% ')% @"0"5(*% #% >'=5,% 9',,'F5=%

12% 0/5% &:6;% .4'I5@0*% 9'@?(5=% ')% #@0"8"0"5(% '9% '1(548#0"')*% =5("-)% #)=%

experimentation (fig.2, fig.3, fig.4): a transversal path to accompany 
45-5)54#0"')*% 0'% =585,'.% )5F% "=5#(% 9'4% 0/5% 8#,'4"(#0"')% '9% /54"0#-5*% 0'%
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experiment with new practices, the unconventional use of spaces, the 
creation of services and the promotion of some experimental actions, 
through a phase of listening and co-design and a second phase of 
experimentation and reflection on the results and impacts and a sharing 
'9% .',"@"5(% '9% @',,#1'4#0"85% >#)#-5>5)0% '9% 0/5% #45#(% ?)=54% 45(5#4@/%

(Longo, 2019). 

The experience of U-Lab (based on listening and co-design) and 
U-Atelier (based on co-construction) was one of the main applications 
of ROCK action-research methodology oriented towards a new paradigm 
@'>1")")-%@,">#05%@/#)-5%#=#.0#0"')%)55=(%F"0/%0/5%?41#)%45-5)54#0"')%

'9%#%@"02Q(%/"(0'4"@%@5)045%e^"-Dg*%^"-DZfD%

A process of community involvement (U-Lab) creates a local participatory 
decision-making Ecosystem of Stakeholders (Institution, University and 
research area, association, students, citizens, companies) by relating 

B
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new and existing blueprints, enabling co-designed and co-construction 
workshops based on cross-fertilization among several disciplines 
(U-Atelier) (Gianfrate, Longo, 2017).

M/"(%#..4'#@/%/#(%155)%(?@@5((9?,%")%9'(054")-%#,054)#0"85%")05485)0"')(%

in historical contexts, introducing innovative issues into the public debate: 
94'>% #@@5(("1","02% '9% /54"0#-5*% 0'% -455)")-% '9% .?1,"@% (.#@5(*% 94'>% 0/5%

?)@')85)0"')#,% ?(5% '9% (.#@5(*% 0'% 0/5% @45#0"')% '9% )50F'4G(% '9% @?,0?4#,%

.4'=?@0"')D

The experiments attracted actors who had not previously been considered 
or involved in formal co-creation processes (as communities of practice), 
")%#%(/#45=%#)=%@',,5@0"85%599'40%0'%1?",=%#%(50%'9%#@0"')(%0'%15%@#44"5=%'?0%

')%0/5%#45#%F"0/%0/5%>#")%'1I5@0"85%'9%04#)(9'4>")-%"0%")0'%#)%#@@5(("1,5*%

(?(0#")#1,5%#)=%"))'8#0"85%="(04"@0D%
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The U-lab process was therefore an attempt to provide methodological 
guidelines for the construction of a cultural district with a co-designed 
approach, which holds firmly to the themes of protection and 
5)/#)@5>5)0%'9% @?,0?4#,% /54"0#-5*% 1?0% #">5=% 0'% (?..'40% 0/5% "))'8#0"85%

vocations (already present and not enhanced) that must necessarily 
")0540F")5%F"0/%0/5%?(54(%'9%0/5(5%#45#(%'9%0/5%@"0"5(D%M/5%#..4'#@/%F#(%

based on systematic and iterative actions of co-creation, experimentation 
#)=% 58#,?#0"')*% 9#@","0#0")-% 0/5% #@0"8#0"')% '9% )5F% 45,#0"')(/".(% #)=% 0/5%

strengthening of existing synergies, producing solutions. With these 
experiences ROCK wanted to set up a permanent open laboratory in 
the cities involved in the project, capable of defining over time and in an 
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Ferri, 2015).

In this context, historic centres are intended as extraordinary laboratories 
where testing innovative CH-led strategies, where new models of urban 
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intangible CH – considered as a common good - can be a powerful %
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Skopje), in order to test the replicability and effectiveness of the approach 
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At the time of co-design, therefore, followed the time of construction 
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construction site” [Fig7, Fig.8]. This is a form of an innovative urban 
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site”, are new contexts of action in which individuals have the shared 
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for self-recognition in the production process and in the reconstitution 
of a collective vision. After the phases of co-creation, the community 
became more cohesive and provided the experimentation, testing the 
correspondence of the results with the expected forecasts and starting 
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participation in co-design and self-construction of temporary architectures 
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Under the pressure of these bottom-up social activation initiatives, 
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self-construction was useful for public administrations to test city 
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reflection fronts through a circular research-action-research approach, 
specific of the ROCK project. The methodologies implemented in the 
co-design and co-construction processes have proved to be effective in 
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urban regeneration [Fig.11]. Moreover, small-scale temporary structures 
were functional to a constant verification and therefore to a greater 
correspondence between objectives and results (Sassen, 2012).
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benefits to spread to a broader area with a cost-effective strategy.

This research suggests also as open issued the role of co-creation teams, 
including architects and urban planners, in co-design and co-construction 
.4'@5((5(%1'0/%")%")9'4>#,%#)=%")%9'4>#,%@"02*%#)=%0/5%4',5%'9%")(0"0?0"')(%

in facilitation of bottom-up actions.
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